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User Impressions
zoecello 10,848,809
SouthwestAir 4,248,272
TWTRCON 4,148,673
Pistachio 1,995,781
MagicSauceMedia 1,871,084
adventuregirl 1,494,879
HootSuite 1,393,002
PRNewswire 1,248,599
karaswisher 706,620
YahooAdBuzz 684,165
WeBlogtheWorld 650,337
cotweet 630,987
IreneKoehler 618,496
RickBakas 522,898
Recessionista 469,889
bobfine 439,478
CarriBugbee 431,229
rwang0 399,186

Top Tweets

Tweet Breakdown
Each slice shows the type of tweet sent
by users.

Activity:

12,99412,994 tweets

Contributors:

4,7904,790 users
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Top 100 ContributorsTweets

adventuregirl: Many thanks #TWTRcon attendees! for hearing about my
140smiles.org to help kids w/facial deformities! Special thx 2 @tonia_reis
+team!
Tweeted to 1,494,879 people at 2010-11-18 12:16:11 -0800

zoecello: Ok, here's a question for you, as I go to #twtrcon: what would you
like me to do more or less of on twitter?
Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 10:18:04 -0800 with 2 replies resulting in 1,356,805 impressions

zoecello: anyone coming to #TWTRCON on Thursday? I'm on a panel at
noon http://bit.ly/cixtuS
Tweeted to 1,356,096 people at 2010-11-16 14:12:00 -0800 with 1 reply resulting in 1,356,109 impressions

zoecello: off to SF for #TWTRCON....



rwang0 399,186
Kiva 358,831
dannysullivan 347,722
anildash 345,387
briansolis 288,576
ScottMonty 286,262
DrPostALot 283,210
tonia_ries 279,472
theroxy 259,920
SourcerKelly 229,117
PinkOliveFamily 227,801
harrymccracken 224,370
leimer 208,436
MrShri 191,938
AnneWeiskopf 170,087
RichardEByrd 156,558
AskAaronLee 153,073
abumarlo 105,786
Yahoo 99,882
krystyl 98,960
MediaFunnel 95,264
IntanRJ22 94,537
emilynora 91,403
edubble_u 89,509
joeygiggles 87,566
chrisgeorge4 87,007
JeanetteJoy 83,024
blogbrevity 81,516
SeeboldMarCom 81,471
socialmediaclub 78,196
robgarciasj 77,381
stelzner 77,330
rachelpolish 76,160
catpoetry 75,024
agardina 74,328
sfsam22 73,054
davepeck 71,015
inkv 70,870
JennyMack 68,566
calliopeconsult 67,787
SAPCommNet 66,230
blairgoldberg 66,146
BuzzEdition 63,919
avinash 58,394
hpnews 57,120
SFGiants 56,654
lonniehodge 56,649
modcloth 54,165
Greenhance 52,720
seth 51,169
AdrienneBiggs 51,068
24k 49,678
HRBlock 49,349
steverubel 48,348
LoriMoreno 47,860
rolandobrown 47,059
JessKalbarczyk 46,704
KevinDMcNabb 46,632
AspenSpin 44,658
rhenium333 44,056
Mei_He 43,435
atomicpoet 43,251
VegasBill 41,359
dutchcowboys 41,256
tamtomo2 41,187
CurryUpNow 40,340

Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 08:22:14 -0800

zoecello: and yes, that means #cellobaby is coming to #TWTRCON too. He
must go where I go for a while longer...
Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 08:40:39 -0800

zoecello: Just thinking about things on my way to #twtrcon. I realize that
twitter is the perfect medium for a multitasking working mother
Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 09:55:41 -0800

zoecello: Hello #twtrcon
Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 11:24:38 -0800

zoecello: Lunch with #cellobaby across the street from #twtrcon and then its
down to Woodside for a private gig.
Tweeted to 1,355,761 people at 2010-11-18 13:29:03 -0800

zoecello: spoke at #TWTRCON, played a private concert for Spur
Happenings in Woodside, stayed overnight in a snazzy silver Airstream. Now
we're home.
Tweeted to 1,355,559 people at 2010-11-19 14:40:37 -0800

SouthwestAir: If you are at #twtrcon find me during the break, show me proof
that you traveled here on Southwest and I'll give you a FREE plane ticket!
Tweeted to 1,062,068 people at 2010-11-18 16:00:20 -0800 with 24 retweets and 5 replies resulting in
1,089,268 impressions

SouthwestAir: Thanks to everyone who tweeted us during Linda's
presentation at #twtrcon We are really enjoying the conference!
Tweeted to 1,062,068 people at 2010-11-18 12:42:07 -0800 with 3 retweets and 1 reply resulting in
1,062,136 impressions

SouthwestAir: Congrats to @rhenium333 she also won a ticket on
Southwest!! Enjoy! #twtrcon
Tweeted to 1,062,068 people at 2010-11-18 18:53:29 -0800 with 1 reply resulting in 1,062,078 impressions

SouthwestAir: Congrats to @bizdevbarryb for winning a plane ticket at
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 1,062,068 people at 2010-11-18 16:52:12 -0800

HootSuite: Exciting! RT @invoker: ANNOUNCED HootSuite Apps Exchange
http://ow.ly/3aOeI Let's see what devs build! #hootapps #twtrcon
Tweeted to 696,501 people at 2010-11-18 15:04:06 -0800 with 15 retweets and 1 reply resulting in 723,634
impressions

karaswisher: Here's a Promoted Tweet Survey From TWTRCON
http://bit.ly/99MqPA
Tweeted to 706,620 people at 2010-11-18 06:01:49 -0800

HootSuite: Wow! RT @invoker Heading to press pit for debriefing on top
secret twitter news. #twtrcon #topsecret #hootsuite #hootapps
Tweeted to 696,501 people at 2010-11-18 14:20:24 -0800 with 7 retweets and 1 reply resulting in 699,177
impressions

Kiva: Kiva is happy to be at #twtrcon today - Learn more! http://bit.ly/bKjphS
Tweeted to 358,831 people at 2010-11-18 07:48:07 -0800

DonorsChoose: Today we're at TWTRCON SF! Follow our tweet stream for
updates. Conference attendees will receive @DonorsChoose gift cards



ScottyMore 40,076
Mike_Stelzner 39,197
pizzahut 38,053
rezabukanasli 37,720
jdlasica 37,608
rockstarbanks 37,004
ggheorghiu 36,337
cleveland129 36,128
getatraveldeal 33,892
GeoSocialMedia 33,843
Geek8ive 33,823
mwalsh 33,707
IAmJohnLai 32,746
mongoosemetrics 31,848
fusicology 31,324
PRNewsonline 31,289
jpeepz 30,928

updates. Conference attendees will receive @DonorsChoose gift cards
Tweeted to 9,984 people at 2010-11-18 12:05:46 -0800 with 4 retweets resulting in 358,724 impressions

anildash: RT @DonorsChoose: Today we're at TWTRCON SF! Follow our
tweet stream for updates. Conference attendees will receive
@DonorsChoose gift cards
Retweeted DonorsChoose to 345,387 people at 2010-11-18 12:06:59 -0800

WeBlogtheWorld: Donors Gift Cards given away at #twtrcon so people can
donate $10 for a classroom project that speaks to attendees #socialmedia
Tweeted to 153,255 people at 2010-11-18 10:31:49 -0800

WeBlogtheWorld: We try hard to acknowledge issues in real time & then put
response team into action says @SouthwestAir 's Linda Rutherford at
#twtrcon today
Tweeted to 153,255 people at 2010-11-18 11:24:12 -0800

WeBlogtheWorld: In #socialmedia your reward is YOUR reward;ie what u
care about;it can be as simple as helping 10 kids says @adventuregirl on
stage #twtrcon
Tweeted to 153,255 people at 2010-11-18 12:04:19 -0800

AskAaronLee: Join @CoTweet at their pre- #TWTRCON SF TweetUp at The
Ambassador TOMORROW 7-9 pm. Drinks, appetizers, and door prizes!
http://bit.ly/ccoiZL
Tweeted to 153,073 people at 2010-11-16 12:33:19 -0800

WeBlogtheWorld: Check out this great #Twitter for Business event in SF
next week: http://twtrcon.com/sf10/ Register w/ code WORLD to save 20%!
Tweeted to 152,569 people at 2010-11-12 13:27:57 -0800

dannysullivan: Woah like over 400 people checked in to @twtrcon on
@foursquare
Tweeted to 86,981 people at 2010-11-18 12:22:30 -0800 with 4 retweets and 1 reply resulting in 116,940
impressions

SFGiants: The @SFGiants account and #SFGiants Fans using Twitter being
discussed at #TWTRCON - our fans are #TrendSetters
Tweeted to 56,654 people at 2010-11-18 15:07:26 -0800 with 36 retweets resulting in 110,517 impressions

MagicSauceMedia: SOCIAL is VIRAL @invoker @maksim @zendesk
@sprinklr @gigya @pistachio on real-time #socialmedia toolbox panel
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 17:06:41 -0800 with 1 retweet resulting in 103,802 impressions

MagicSauceMedia: Globally trust is down yr after yr;less than 40% trust
ads.People trust 3rd party experts & people like themselves says
@scottmonty #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,310 people at 2010-11-18 17:19:04 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Says @scottmonty - its about being relevant in the
moment & continually being responsive/ engaged w/relevant customers
#socialmedia #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,310 people at 2010-11-18 17:27:02 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Transparency is key particularly around times of crisis
says @scottmonty - "we're training our people to talk like humans again"
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,310 people at 2010-11-18 17:28:01 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Lessons learned says @scottmonty People still care
about the same things/people don't change;they wantu2 think feel & be like



them #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,310 people at 2010-11-18 17:30:32 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: TWTRCON SF 2010 http://t.co/zs6CpMc via
@TWTRCON
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-17 23:46:08 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Just unlocked the real-time revolution badge (wtf?) On
#Foursquare from checking into #twtrcon this AM at the #Nikko Hotel. Cool I
think :-)
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 08:35:39 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Twitter is 6 blind folded people who walk up 2an elephant
& ask whats this flappy thing? its many things2diff people say @pistachio
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 09:00:32 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Bar codes will ultimately be on everything & scanning is
going up as a gesture says @seth objects are media & barcodes tell stories
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 10:00:55 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: In trad'l display advertising.5% engagement is a
win;w/Twitter we can get single & double digit %ages for engagement says
@AdamBain #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 10:23:58 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: 1 yr from now, what will u be able to say Twitter has
done? @karaswisher asks @AdamBain "Product growth key over Revenue"
he says #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 10:29:45 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Google has 22 cents of extra value compared to
#Facebook says @avinash in analytics talk #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 11:30:03 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Its imp 2understand behavior behind tweets purchases &
data links says @avinash SHOUT marketing even if on Twitter is not
effective #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 11:34:37 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: On #Twitter sentiment analysis, don't get caught up in
positive, negative & neutral says@avinash - focus on people's emotions
#twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 11:53:15 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: In #socialmedia your reward is YOUR reward;ie what u
care about;it can be as simple as helping 10 kids says @adventuregirl on
stage #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 12:04:18 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Q from audience Is only way a small biz can contain a
response is 2pay folks 2deal w/ issues? ucan find so much for FREE
#smallbiz #twtrcon
Tweeted to 102,308 people at 2010-11-18 12:41:22 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Great seeing you @steverubel at #TWTRCON - don't be
a stranger to the west coast!!
Tweeted to 102,295 people at 2010-11-20 18:45:01 -0800

MagicSauceMedia: Join us @TWTRCON SF, The Bottom Line on Business



Latest Tweets

in Real Time. 11/18, San Francisco. Save 20% w/ code WORLD:
http://bit.ly/aBrifc #twitter
Tweeted to 102,260 people at 2010-11-12 13:27:28 -0800

Pistachio: #twtrcon learn about Twitter tools from people you already follow:
http://bit.ly/discovertwitter
Tweeted to 71,294 people at 2010-11-18 12:41:37 -0800 with 5 retweets resulting in 101,053 impressions

Pistachio: Twitter for Business 101 presentation still "top" on the
Slideshare.net home page. (my #twtrcon keynote) http://slidesha.re/9ChFUQ
Tweeted to 71,587 people at 2010-11-22 09:31:19 -0800 with 2 retweets resulting in 100,987 impressions

dannysullivan: about to mod real time search panel w/ @othman
@shashiseth @paulyiu at @twtrcon -- live tweets, follow #twtrcon
Tweeted to 86,981 people at 2010-11-18 14:49:08 -0800 with 4 retweets and 1 reply resulting in 99,520
impressions

briansolis: The Future of Advertising Has Been Promoted: A New Study
http://bit.ly/anez9M #twtrcon
Tweeted to 72,144 people at 2010-11-18 14:32:48 -0800 with 18 retweets resulting in 89,879 impressions

briansolis: The Future of Advertising Has Been Promoted: A New Study
http://bit.ly/anez9M #twtrcon
Tweeted to 72,144 people at 2010-11-18 12:56:17 -0800 with 21 retweets and 2 replies resulting in 89,799
impressions

Pistachio: RT @briansolis The Future of Advertising Has Been Promoted: A
New Study http://bit.ly/anez9M #twtrcon
Tweeted to 71,294 people at 2010-11-18 12:57:17 -0800 with 4 retweets resulting in 88,737 impressions

DrPostALot: RT @tonia_ries: Wow. I'm going thru the slides from the
#TWTRCON SF workshops - so impressed w the quality of the material;
instructors ...
Retweeted tonia_ries to 3,624 people at 2010-11-22 10:01:00 -0800

Greenhance: RT @PistachioTwitter for Business 101 presentation still "top"
on Slideshare.net home page. (my #twtrcon keynote)
http://slidesha.re/9ChFUQ
Tweeted to 2,364 people at 2010-11-22 09:41:26 -0800

tonia_ries: Wow. I'm going thru the slides from the #TWTRCON SF
workshops - so impressed w the quality of the material; instructors did a
great job!
Tweeted to 1,980 people at 2010-11-22 09:37:40 -0800 with 1 retweet resulting in 5,604 impressions

compfriend: RT @Pistachio: Twitter for Business 101 presentation still "top"
on the Slideshare.net home page. (my #twtrcon keynote) http://slidesha ...
Retweeted Pistachio to 393 people at 2010-11-22 09:35:43 -0800

MarshaCollier: RT @Pistachio: Twitter for Business 101 presentation still
"top" on the Slideshare.net home page. (my #twtrcon keynote) http://slidesha
...
Retweeted Pistachio to 29,007 people at 2010-11-22 09:32:15 -0800

Pistachio: Twitter for Business 101 presentation still "top" on the
Slideshare.net home page. (my #twtrcon keynote) http://slidesha.re/9ChFUQ
Tweeted to 71,587 people at 2010-11-22 09:31:19 -0800 with 2 retweets resulting in 100,987 impressions



stacyo: @TWTRCON Cool! Thanks.
Replied to TWTRCON at 2010-11-22 09:30:56 -0800 and received by 78 mutual followers

TWTRCON: @trevor_noel thanks for asking - not sure yet but really open to
ideas & suggestions - let us know what you think!
Replied to trevor_noel at 2010-11-22 09:28:34 -0800 and received by 11 mutual followers

TWTRCON: @stacyo people can also go here to download the MixTweet:
http://bit.ly/cmxmY5!
Replied to stacyo at 2010-11-22 09:27:53 -0800 and received by 78 mutual followers

trevor_noel: @twtrcon Great. Thanks. Also, when & where is the next
@TWTRCON? Or when can we expect an announcement?
Replied to TWTRCON at 2010-11-22 09:27:16 -0800 and received by 11 mutual followers

SocialBuzzers: @TWTRCON really enjoyed the panels at SF
Replied to TWTRCON at 2010-11-22 09:26:41 -0800 and received by 21 mutual followers

SocialMedia2Go: The Social Media 2 GO Daily is out! http://bit.ly/cDO5Y9 ▸
Top stories today by @KeithKeller @TWTRCON @Pistachio
Tweeted to 179 people at 2010-11-22 09:25:47 -0800

stacyo: Anyone need the #TWTRCON mix tweet CD? I've ripped my fav
songs to iTunes and will send to anyone who wants it. Just let me know.
Tweeted to 562 people at 2010-11-22 09:22:52 -0800 with 1 reply resulting in 640 impressions

TWTRCON: We are working on uploading all #TWTRCON SF 10
presentations to http://slidesha.re/c8WnkW @trevor_noel - 1/2 way there!
Replied to trevor_noel at 2010-11-22 09:21:44 -0800 and received by 11 mutual followers

trevor_noel: @TWTRCON Where can we go to find presentations from the
conference?
Tweeted to TWTRCON at 2010-11-22 09:11:33 -0800 and received by 11 mutual followers

TWTRCON: Big #TWTRCON SF #ThankYou to our onsite volunteers @kiva
@ShellyCM @fighto @LaurenMachi @sproletariat @margauxLC for all your
hard work!
Tweeted to 9,585 people at 2010-11-22 08:51:26 -0800 with 1 reply resulting in 9,606 impressions

eric_hoffman: RT @AspenSpin: @eric_hoffman @skippyski @chrisgeorge4
@mike_jahn not as good as a pow day #twtrcon a stone cold groove
http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Tweeted to 1,698 people at 2010-11-22 08:50:16 -0800

Siegefire: Bookmark these #SocialMedia reading lists. http://sgfr.us/1V
#twtrcon #w2s #leweb #sm
Tweeted to 792 people at 2010-11-22 08:35:38 -0800

tiaramallia: Boong ih RT @gantamuchtar: I'm at TWTRCON SF10 (222
Mason Street, San Francisco) w/ 2 others. http://4sq.com/dAR0WA
Tweeted to 384 people at 2010-11-22 08:33:56 -0800

Ecopreneurist: RT @PRNewsonline Report from TWTRCON: beware of the
McRib effect, but note how H&R Block handled a near SM crisis
http://tinyurl.com/qskw4m
Tweeted to 2,890 people at 2010-11-22 08:25:24 -0800

TwapperKeeperEX: : @JennyMack your export is ready to download -



http://export.twapperkeeper.com/twtrcon-4cea9929a57aa.tar
Tweeted to 207 people at 2010-11-22 08:24:22 -0800

Ecopreneurist: @PRNewsonline: Big Brands Make Pilgrimage to TWTRCON
SF http://bit.ly/aj8qo2 by yours truly.
Tweeted to PRNewsonline at 2010-11-22 08:24:04 -0800 and received by 14 mutual followers

Greenhance: @PRNewsonline: Big Brands Make Pilgrimage to TWTRCON
SF http://bit.ly/aj8qo2 by yours truly.
Tweeted to PRNewsonline at 2010-11-22 08:24:04 -0800 and received by 11 mutual followers

JulienHorn: Une étude sur les Tweet sponsorisés http://slidesha.re/aR7dce
et l' analyse de Brian Solis http://bit.ly/ceLU1e #marketing #twtrcon
Tweeted to 1,138 people at 2010-11-22 08:20:37 -0800

mpardo916: RT @Siegefire: “Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.” -
Oscar Wilde @mpardo916 #twtrcon #msm10 #leweb #w2s
Retweeted Siegefire to 677 people at 2010-11-22 08:17:26 -0800

TWTRCON: #TWTRCON SF #ThankYou to @sourcerkelly for live-tweeting
for @TWTRCON from TWTRCON SF
Tweeted to 9,585 people at 2010-11-22 08:12:09 -0800

SamsungJessica: @scottmonty Hey Scott! Great meeting you at
#TWTRCON :-)
Replied to ScottMonty at 2010-11-22 08:09:38 -0800 and received by 53 mutual followers

AnneWeiskopf: Thx for bringing the flavor to #TWTRCON SF 10! RT
@coo1hand1uke: @AnneWeiskopf Glad @38thnotes could help :)
#MixTweet #MVMT @MarkatHP
Tweeted to 1,563 people at 2010-11-22 08:09:26 -0800

bobztve: Udh inactive yog.. RT @escoffiers: I'm at TWTRCON SF 10 (222
Maine Street, San Fransisco). http://4sq.com/92jyr4
Tweeted to 75 people at 2010-11-22 08:08:12 -0800

escoffiers: I'm at TWTRCON SF 10 (222 Maine Street, San Fransisco).
http://4sq.com/92jyr4
Tweeted to 96 people at 2010-11-22 08:05:37 -0800

AspenSpin: @eric_hoffman @skippyski @chrisgeorge4 @mike_jahn not as
good as a pow day #twtrcon a stone cold groove http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Tweeted to eric_hoffman at 2010-11-22 08:03:40 -0800 and received by 281 mutual followers

harrisonhoffman: @caro Crazy! I've actually noticed a trend. People
checking in to get badges when they are clearly in a different country. See
twtrcon.
Replied to caro at 2010-11-22 08:00:55 -0800 and received by 118 mutual followers

AnneWeiskopf: @JennyMack GM. So gr8 to meet u IRL. Hope u &
@deanelmore @JohnBattaglino like the #TWTRCON MixTweet. @MVMT
coming to #HipHopChessBU 3/11!
Replied to JennyMack at 2010-11-22 07:55:52 -0800 and received by 157 mutual followers

JoAnnLefebvre: RT @Siegefire: “Be yourself; everyone else is already
taken.” -Oscar Wilde @mpardo916 #twtrcon #msm10 #leweb #w2s
Retweeted Siegefire to 3,754 people at 2010-11-22 07:53:32 -0800

Siegefire: “Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.” -Oscar Wilde
@mpardo916 #twtrcon #msm10 #leweb #w2s



Tweeted to 792 people at 2010-11-22 07:47:32 -0800 with 2 retweets resulting in 5,223 impressions

AnneWeiskopf: So great mtg: @dave_blogworld @jdeeringdavis
@joefernandez @weblogtheworld @geek8ive @agoldfisher @ZSAZSA
@CarriBugbee @maksim #twtrcon #MM
Tweeted to 1,563 people at 2010-11-22 07:43:29 -0800

bluemooninc: DOWNLOAD: The TWTRCON SF 10 MixTweet Vol 2 Bay
Abridged http://t.co/qKDt8xI via @TWTRCON
Tweeted to 82 people at 2010-11-22 07:23:04 -0800

bluemooninc: Check out this SlideShare presentation : Twtrcon nov 2010
http://slidesha.re/9pLtw1
Tweeted to 82 people at 2010-11-22 07:18:15 -0800

AnneWeiskopf: New Twitter search SnapBird lets you search months back!
But only your own tweets… http://j.mp/c9AhV2 via @eric_andersen #twtrcon
Tweeted to 1,563 people at 2010-11-22 07:17:59 -0800

AnneWeiskopf: Stone cold groove! RT @AspenSpin: @AnneWeiskopf
@tonia_ries @twtrcon read CASH MONEY TWEETERS ..my take on
#twtrcon SF http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Tweeted to 1,563 people at 2010-11-22 07:06:15 -0800

CourtneyWalsh: Howdy @JessKalbarczyk - I'm so glad you were able to
chat w/ @TobiasPeggs @TWTRCON - I'd love to connect
@SamsungService with @OneRiot (!)
Tweeted to 1,089 people at 2010-11-22 06:53:17 -0800

OneRiot: Hi @sukhjit So glad you chatted with @TobiasPeggs @TWTRCON
- We'd love to connect with @SonyElectronics - tell us more!
Replied to sukhjit at 2010-11-22 06:47:08 -0800 and received by 144 mutual followers

tonia_ries: Nice! RT @AspenSpin: @AnneWeiskopf @tonia_ries @twtrcon
read CASH MONEY TWEETERS ..my take on #twtrcon 2010 in SF
http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Tweeted to 1,980 people at 2010-11-22 06:33:53 -0800

TWTRCON: More coverage of #TWTRCON SF: Cash Money Tweeters. by
@aspenspin: http://bit.ly/9A5KLb
Tweeted to 9,585 people at 2010-11-22 06:32:01 -0800

AspenSpin: @harrymccracken @elitetravelgal @charleneli @jowyang
#twtrcon was HUGE. a few Bad Boyz of twitter showed http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Replied to harrymccracken at 2010-11-22 06:28:42 -0800 and received by 109 mutual followers

AspenSpin: @AnneWeiskopf @tonia_ries @twtrcon read CASH MONEY
TWEETERS ..my take on #twtrcon 2010 in SF http://bit.ly/cDRkyi
Tweeted to AnneWeiskopf at 2010-11-22 06:21:06 -0800 and received by 73 mutual followers

Siegefire: Check out these #SocialMedia reading lists. http://sgfr.us/1V
#twtrcon #w2s #leweb #sm #smo #cmo #msm10 #MMChat
Tweeted to 792 people at 2010-11-22 06:19:21 -0800

tonia_ries: Catching up after #twtrcon sf! (@ Modern Media HQ w/
@chriscarson) http://4sq.com/drvZo2
Tweeted to 1,980 people at 2010-11-22 06:11:32 -0800

tonia_ries: RT @TWTRCON: Here's a list of Blog Posts & News Stories
From & About #TWTRCON SF 10. let us know what we're missing!



http://bit.ly/cFi2cF
Tweeted to 1,980 people at 2010-11-22 06:07:50 -0800

TWTRCON: Here's a list of Blog Posts & News Stories From & About
#TWTRCON SF 10 -- let us know what we're missing! http://bit.ly/cFi2cF
Tweeted to 9,585 people at 2010-11-22 06:07:12 -0800


